Accumulation rates over the past 260 years archived in Elbrus ice core, Caucasus
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Abstract. In this study, we present a seasonally resolved accumulation record spanning from 1750 to 2009 Common Era (CE), based on a 181.8 m ice core obtained from the Elbrus Western Plateau in the Caucasus. We implemented various methods to account for uncertainties associated with glacier flow, layer thinning, and dating. Additionally, we applied a novel approach to calculate a seasonal calendar for meteorological data, enabling comparison with ice core records. The reconstructed accumulation data were compared with available meteorological data, gridded precipitation records, and paleo-reanalysis data. Reconstructed accumulation is representative for a large region south of the Eastern European plain and Black Sea region with summer precipitation being the primary driver of precipitation variability. We identified a statistically significant relationship between changes in regional precipitation and fluctuations in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index, which is, however, not stable over the entire period covered by the ice core.

1 Introduction

Reconstructing past precipitation is a crucial aspect of understanding the earth’s climate system, particularly with respect to its regional variability. Precipitation plays a critical role in shaping the environment, including water resources, vegetation, and ecosystems. Unlike for most key climate indicators, which show similar trends in most parts of the world, a strong regional variation in the sign of trend is observed for changes in precipitation amounts (IPCC, 2014). The spatial distribution of precipitation is much more variable compared with air temperature, and a denser network of observations is required to obtain homogeneous data. Particularly large variations at small spatial scales are observed in mountainous areas due to the complex interaction of circulation factors with the underlying surface. In situ precipitation measurements can be highly uncertain, especially for snowfall events. This is often due to gauge under-catch, which can lead to significant errors in the measurement of precipitation amounts (Rasmussen et al., 2012). Currently there are 30 gridded global precipitation datasets available, which include data based on gauge measurements, derived from satellites and reanalysis products (Sun et al., 2018). The discrepancies between these datasets highlights their limitation, and the general difficulty, in investigating long-term precipitation changes. In any case, a major drawback is their generally coarse spatial resolution, which is especially problematic in mountainous environments where orographic effects play an important role.

Precipitation variability in the pre-instrumental period is mainly obtained from proxy data and climate models (Bunde
In this paper, we present a high-resolution reconstruction of snow accumulation based on the ice core records from Mt. Elbrus, Caucasus, and interpretation of the obtained results.

2 Data and methods

2.1 Site description

The Caucasus mountain system is situated between the Black and the Caspian seas, and generally trend east–southeast, with the Greater Caucasus range often considered as the divide between Europe and Asia. The 2223 glaciers in the Caucasus cover an area of 1060.9 ± 33.6 km² (Tielidze et al., 2022). The Elbrus Mountain glaciers contain about 10 % of the Caucasus ice volume and cover an area of 112.6 km² (Fig. 1a) (Mikhalenko, 2020). Glaciers cover an altitudinal range from 2683 to 5642 m a.s.l. with the coldest conditions present above 5200 m a.s.l. where mean summer air temperature stays below 0 °C. The ice cores used for climate and environment reconstructions were recovered at two sites on Elbrus Mountain: Western Plateau (WP) at 5115 m a.s.l. and the glacier in the crater of the eastern summit of Elbrus at 5600 m a.s.l. (Mikhalenko et al., 2021). A 181.8 m ice core was recovered at the WP in August–September 2009 and a 96 m ice core was drilled in August 2020 at the eastern summit (Mikhalenko, 2020). Here we report the results of the WP ice core of 2009.

The WP area is ∼0.5 km² and is surrounded by lava ridges to the south and southeast, and by a vertical wall of Mt. Elbrus to the east (Fig. 1b). Ice thickness according to a ground-based survey in 2004–2007 varies from 100 to 200 m with a maximum of 255 ± 8 m in the northeastern part of the plateau (Lavrentiev et al., 2010). The 10 m depth temperature is −17.3 °C (Mikhalenko et al., 2015).

The amount of precipitation can be determined as the difference between the measured accumulation layer and the loss caused by melting, sublimation, and wind-driven snow redistribution. Ice formation at the drilling site occurs predominantly in cold, dry conditions, and the thickness of the infiltration ice layers, which do not form every year, does not exceed 10 mm (Mikhalenko et al., 2015). The contribution of sublimation rate to glacier mass balance and snow cover balance is estimated to be between 5 % and 10 % (Bintanja, 1998; Palm et al., 2017) but can reach up to 30 % in certain climatic conditions (Pomeroy and Gray, 1995). On the WP in 2018, sublimation during the short season of possible surface melting was estimated to be 3 % of the accumulation layer or 45 mm w.e. yr (Mikhalenko, 2020). Wind-driven snow redistribution was measured by stakes on the plateau during three field seasons, showing a zero balance between erosion and accumulation of snow near the drilling site (Mikhalenko, 2020). An analysis of the fields of summer and winter accumulation on the plateau from 2015 to 2017 shows that snow accumulation in the summer period
is evenly distributed over the plateau. The relocation of winter snow was observed leading to net loss in the southern and western parts of the plateau and net gain in the northern and eastern parts of the plateau limited by the northern ridge and the steep wall of the western summit of Elbrus (Lavrentiev et al., 2022). The drill site is roughly in between these two extremes and can thus be assumed to be in equilibrium also in winter. However, we cannot dismiss the possibility of snow accumulation losses driven by wind for winter layers in specific years at the drilling site.

2.2 Ice core analysis

The 2009 WP ice core was processed and analysed at the Institute of Environmental Geosciences in Grenoble (France) for major ions (K$^+$, Na$^+$, Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$, NH$_4^+$, SO$_4^{2-}$, NO$_3^-$, Cl$^-$, and F$^-$), succinic acid (HOOCCH$_2$COOH), dust concentration, and black carbon (Kutuzov et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2017; Preunkert et al., 2019). Stable isotopes ($\delta^{18}$O and $\delta$D) were analysed using Picarro at the Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute in St. Petersburg, Russia (Kozachek et al., 2017). Determination of the tritium content was carried out at the University of Bern, Switzerland (Mikhalenko et al., 2015). A total of 3724 samples were analysed to 168.6 m depth. Sampling resolution was 10 cm for the upper part of the ice core and increased to 5 cm at 70 m depth and to 2 cm at 157 depth and below. Discrete sampling in the cold room was performed according to the clean sampling protocol (Preunkert and Legrand, 2013). Detailed results of ice core chemical records are given in Preunkert et al. (2019).

2.2.1 Ice core dating

The upper 168.6 m (131.6 m w.e.) depth of the ice core were first dated by annual layer counting primarily using pronounced seasonal variations in ammonium and succinate concentrations, both exhibiting well-marked winter minima (Mikhalenko et al., 2015; Preunkert et al., 2019). Specific thresholds were used to differentiate between winter and summer conditions in the upper ice layers, reaching to a depth of 75.6 m, corresponding to the year 1963 (Mikhalenko et al., 2015). These thresholds were set at 100 ppb for ammonium and 5 ppb for succinate concentrations. To account for the observed increase in ammonium concentrations during the industrial era, these criteria were adjusted. Specifically, between depths of 75.6 and 86.8 m, covering the period from 1950 to 1963, the ammonium winter criteria were modified to 50 ppb and further reduced to 30 ppb below that depth. In contrast, no substantial depth-related variation was observed for succinate, and the concentration limit of 5 ppb remained consistent in deeper layers. Layers were attributed to the winter season if at least one of the criteria was met and the value
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of the other was below or close to the limit (< 10% above) for consecutive samples. Below a depth of approximately 150 m, winter layers often consist of only one or two samples, while summer layers consist of more than six samples, making the process of annual dating challenging (Preunkert et al., 2019).

The annual counting was found to be accurate (a 1-year uncertainty) over the past 100 years when anchored with the stratigraphy of the 1912 CE Katmai horizon located at 116.7 m (87.7 m w.e.) depth (Mikhalenko et al., 2015). Although several other volcanic horizons were suspected to be recorded, particularly below 139 m (106 m w.e.) depth, none of them were unambiguously attributed to a particular event. A series of sulfate spikes present between 152.6 and 154.9 m (118–120 m w.e.) depth dated at ~1840–1833 CE (Table S1 in the Supplement), of which two were characterized by an increase in acidity (up to 7.8 µEq L⁻¹), were, however, suspected of being possibly related to the 1835 CE Cosigüina eruption (Nicaragua) (volcanic explosivity index (VEI) of 5; Simkin and Siebert, 1994). It has to be emphasized that given the time period covered by the ice core (1774–2009 CE), surprisingly the layer corresponding to the large eruption of Tambora (1815 CE, VEI of 7; Simkin and Siebert, 1994) was not identified in previous dating of the Elbrus ice core. Uncertainty was not estimated for the dating below the 1912 CE Katmai horizon.

With the aim of estimating uncertainties in dating annual layers deposited prior to 1912 CE, we revisited the chemical profiles including sulfate and acidity. Dating using annual layer counting becomes more uncertain with depth because layers become thinner resulting from glacier ice flow and sufficient sampling resolution becomes critical to resolve the seasonal variations (e.g. Paterson and Waddington, 1984). To evaluate the subjective character of the annual layer counting method, four co-authors (denoted A1–A4) performed the annual layer counting using seasonal variation of ammonium and succinate concentrations without considering a strict criterion for winter. The results were compared to those (denoted A5) previously proposed by Preunkert et al. (2019). As seen in Fig. 2, the five chronologies are quite consistent until 131.5 m (100 m w.e.) depth dated at 1890 CE ± 3 years and 143.4 m (110 m w.e.) depth dated at 1866 CE ± 6 years. Below 149 m (115 m w.e.) depth, A3 and A4 independently counted more years than A1, A2, and A5 by attributing much more ammonium and succinate minima to winter layers (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). As a result, the layer at 154.9 m (120 m w.e.) is dated between 1828 and 1842 CE by A1, A2, and A5, whereas A3 and A4 dated it at 1813 or 1814 CE. At 168.6 m (131.6 m w.e.), A1, A2, and A5 proposed an age ranging between 1770 and 1783 CE (1776 CE ± 6 years), whereas A3 and A4 proposed an age of 1752 CE ± 4 years (i.e. a departure of ~25 years).

Examination of the records of acidity and sulfate (Fig. S2) permitted to evaluate the extent to which the two chronologies (A1–A2–A5 versus A3–A4) are consistent with volcanic horizons and from that dating uncertainties. The A3–A4 dating attributed layer of increased acidity and sulfate located at 112.57 m w.e. (peak c dated at 1851 CE) to the 1854 CE Shiveluch eruption (Kamchatka) (VEI was of 5; Simkin and Siebert, 1994). The spikes located between 118 and 120 m w.e. (peaks d and f) were previously identified as possibly related to the 1835 CE Cosigüina eruption (A5) are now attributed by A3–A4 to the 1815 Tambora eruption (VEI of 7; Simkin and Siebert, 1994). The layer dated at 1789 CE (peak e) may be related to the 1783 CE Laki eruption. (See further discussions in the Supplement.)

In conclusion, the A1–A2–A3 and A3–A4 chronologies are consistent until 131.5 m (100 m w.e.) depth (i.e. 1890 CE ± 3 years) but differ by some 25 years at 131.6 m w.e. (1752 CE ± 4 years instead of 1776 CE ± 6 years). The A3–A4 datings (1752 CE ± 4 years) are consistent with a Tambora layer located at 118.96 or 119.84 m w.e. and possibly a Laki layer at 124.71 m w.e.. Given the expected larger impact of the Tambora eruption compared with that of Cosigüina, we give more credit to the A3–A4 chronology. Note also that the use of the two possible datings (A1–A2–A5 and A3–A4) only slightly affects the general trends of the accumulation reconstruction (Fig. S4). In this study, the new dating will be used as the basis for the accumulation reconstruction.

2.3 Snow accumulation reconstruction

2.3.1 Thinning of annual layers due to ice flow

The accumulation rate history at Mt. Elbrus can be inferred from depth profiles of annual layer thicknesses in the WP ice core when corrected for thinning of ice layers due to ice flow. Density measurements, as reported by Mikhalenko et al. (2015), reveal kinks in the curves of the studied ice cores, corresponding to critical density values of 550 and 840 kg m⁻³ (Maeno and Ebinuma, 1983). The third critical density value of 730 kg m⁻³, which marks the transition of firm into ice by complete closure of air inclusions, is not clearly visible on the density curve. This indicates ice formation without meltwater involvement (Hörhold et al., 2011; Ligtgenberg et al., 2011). The depth at which air bubbles separate from the surrounding ice matrix and pore closure occurs is approximately 55 m, with a measured density of about 840 kg m⁻³ (Mikhalenko et al., 2015).

To reconstruct initial accumulation values from the annual layers’ water equivalents as observed in the ice core, we used a simple J. Nye flow model (Nye, 1963) incorporating mean accumulation rate and constant glacier thickness over the time span represented by an ice core (Dansgaard and Johnsen, 1969):

\[ h_t = h_0 \times e^{-\frac{h_0 A}{H}} \]  

(1)
Figure 2. Age–depth (in m.w.e.) relation of the Elbrus ice core derived by annual layer counting achieved by four co-authors of the present paper (denoted A1–A4) and by Preunkert et al. (2019) (denoted A5).

\[ h_0 = \frac{H \times W \left( \frac{A \times h_r}{H} \right)}{A}, \]  

(2)

where \( h_r \) and \( h_o \) are recent and original depths of annual layer, respectively (m), \( A \) is age (in years), \( H \) is depth of glacier (157 m ice equivalent), and \( W \) is a Lambert W function.

Scaling of the best fit curve and the residuals of the raw data from the best fit curve (Fig. S3a) to the linear mean accumulation value (1.5 m ice equivalent) was considered as the representation of the variability in the “original” annual layers’ depths (Fig. S3b).

2.3.2 Correction for the upstream effect

Since the ice core includes layers that were deposited upstream of the drilling site, where annual snow accumulation conditions may differ from those at the drilling site, it is crucial to identify the ice core catchment area in order to investigate the connection between the ice core data and surface accumulation. To account for the upstream effect, we reconstructed the backward trajectories of the ice flow. To this end, we calculated the backward trajectories of the ice and firn particles positioned along a vertical line segment connecting the drill site and the bedrock (Fig. 3). In the post-processing step, the backward trajectories were calculated by utilizing the Runge–Kutta integrator implemented in the stream tracer of the ParaView visualization application, based on the modelled glacier velocity field. (Ahrens et al., 2005). The velocity field is simulated based on a 3-D full Stokes ice-flow model with the firn rheological law (Gagliardini and Meyssonnier, 1997). The model is implemented using the finite element software Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini et al., 2013). We performed a steady-state simulation with fixed glacier geometry.

The mathematical formulation of the ice-flow problem follows (Zwinger et al., 2007) with some simplifications and includes the Stokes and the volume balance evolution equations, the stress-free surface boundary condition, and the no-slip bedrock boundary condition. Unlike (Zwinger et al., 2007), we used only dynamical equations and did not consider thermo-mechanical coupling. Therefore, the flow rate factor in the firn rheological law is considered constant. The model utilizes a smoothed vertical profile of density inferred from the 2009 WP ice core (Mikhalenko et al., 2015). Model simulations show that the value of the flow rate has very little effect on the geometry of the backward trajectories and the position of their sources on the glacier surface. Therefore, the rate factor may be chosen arbitrarily from a wide range of values (from 4.82 to 14.46 MPa\(^{-3}\)yr\(^{-1}\) in our computational experiments).

Since the digital elevation model data (Lavrentiev et al., 2022) covered only part of the glacier bedrock, the com-
computational domain was restricted to this area and the lateral boundary connecting the surface and the bedrock boundaries was a fragment of a cylindrical surface (vertical wall) (Fig. 3c). As most of the lateral boundary was not a physical boundary in the glacier, the flow of ice and firn through it was possible. We considered two alternative boundary conditions for the lateral area: (i) no outflow (zero horizontal velocity) at the whole lateral boundary and (ii) constant nonzero outflow velocity at the western and southern parts of the lateral boundary and no outflow at the eastern side where a vertical wall of Mt. Elbrus is situated (Fig. 3a). In case (ii), the outflow velocity vectors extended outward from the computational domain perpendicular to its lateral surface. The outflow velocity value was considered constant in space and time.

Our simulation showed that the geometry and the length of the backward trajectories were influenced by the presence or absence of the outflow rather than the particular value of nonzero outflow velocity. Therefore, this velocity value was not an essential parameter in our modelling. Additionally, no field data on velocities were available.

In our model experiments, we obtained the backward trajectories of maximal length under the conditions in (ii). Since the maximum extent of the ice core catchment area was of interest in our study, we present the results of this model case. We used the flow rate factor \( B = 4.82 \text{ MPa}^{-3} \text{ yr}^{-1} \) and the outflow velocity \( v_{\text{out}} = 1 \text{ m yr}^{-1} \) in the case illustrated in Fig. 3.

Based on our simulation, we have determined that the sources of the backward trajectories are located on the glacier surface, no more than 140 m northeast from the 2009 CE drill site. To estimate the correction factor for the difference in snow accumulation at the initial source location (Fig. S5), we utilized average accumulation distribution maps, which were generated using a combination of ice core data and a high-frequency radar survey (Lavrentiev et al., 2022). Snow accumulation increases linearly with distance from the drill site along the backward trajectory. Therefore, we applied the same linear relationship to calculate the accumulation correction percentage based on the age of the ice. The most significant correction of 30 % was applied to the oldest layers dating back to 1750 CE (Fig. S6).

### 2.4 Climate data

Data from 16 weather stations located in the foothills or mountainous regions of the Caucasus (Russia and Georgia) were used for the statistical estimates of the precipitation field in the North Caucasus, as well as for comparing the time series of precipitation with snow accumulation on the WP drilling site (Table 1). Most of the stations are located in lowland and foothill areas (less than 1000 m a.s.l.), 5 in the middle mountain zone, and 4 in high mountains (more than 2000 m a.s.l.). The convective available poten-
tial energy (CAPE) was calculated for separating summer and winter seasons using the ERA5 reanalysis data. We also used the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) v2020 0.25\degree monthly precipitation dataset, from 1891 to the present, calculated from global station data for field correlation analysis.

2.4.1 Seasonal calendar

A direct comparison of the ice core reconstructed net accumulation/precipitation records with precipitation amounts measured at meteorological stations contains seasonal and annual dating uncertainty. The boundaries of warm and cold seasons at meteorological stations can vary significantly depending on the geographical location and altitude. Seasonal variations in ammonium for which the main source is vegetation in the active phenological phase corresponding to the warm half of the year (April–September) were used for identification winter and summer layers in the WP ice core. Ammonium concentration in the ice core is maximum during the period of active convection and the accumulation sum over this period corresponds to precipitation of the warm half of the year.

As a seasonality predictor, we used the CAPE calculated from the ERA-Interim reanalysis data for 1979–2010 which has a pronounced seasonal variation and reflects convective movements in the atmosphere due to buoyancy forces. CAPE depends on the difference between the virtual temperature of the air particle (Ti) and the virtual temperature of the air surrounding the particle (T). Integrating this difference along the vertical (z) and multiplying it by the gravitational acceleration g, we obtain the convective instability energy (in J kg\(^{-1}\)):

\[
\int_{z_1}^{z_2} g \left( \frac{\text{Ti} - T}{T} \right) dz.
\]

A number of studies (e.g. Chen et al., 2008; Markowski and Richardson, 2010) formulate gradations of CAPE that correspond to a particular level of convective atmospheric instability. Most of these studies are aimed at identifying the relationship between the recurrence of hazardous weather events of convective origin and the CAPE value. For example, in Markowski and Richardson (2010) it is shown that most of the weather hazards in the temperate USA climate zone occur when the CAPE is between 260 and 840 J kg\(^{-1}\). Under these conditions there is a high probability of deep convection development that can transport biogenic particles and chemical ions from the ground layer of the atmosphere to the 5000 m level. At Caucasus latitudes the CAPE may exceed the value of 300 J kg\(^{-1}\) even in the cold half of the year, on some exceptional days but not systematically. We therefore assume that a warm half-year in the North Caucasus begins when the CAPE exceeds 300 J kg\(^{-1}\) at least once every 5 d, i.e. during the natural synoptic period. Analysis of the annual variations in CAPE over the Caucasus (Fig. S7) shows CAPE is consistently less than 300 J kg\(^{-1}\) in summer in the region only under long and pronounced anticyclonic
conditions corresponding to blocking. Blocking anticyclones are characteristic of more northern latitudes, with blocking developing much less frequently in the subtropics and in the southern temperate climate zone (Bardin et al., 2019). In addition to deep convection, the advection of ammonium ions to the WP level may be regulated by the mountain-valley circulation, which is also most active in the summer months and is indirectly related to the CAPE value.

The CAPE value depends on the heat content of the lower atmospheric layers and the intensity of heating of the underlying surface, so it has a pronounced seasonal variation. In spite of significant climate changes in the Caucasus, the CAPE value, which is one of the thermal characteristics of the atmosphere, did not show a statistically significant increase neither in the duration of the warm period (number of days) nor in the seasonal mean value. For the period covered by the reanalysis data (1979–2015), a calendar of warm and cold seasons was compiled (Table S2).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Net accumulation reconstruction

The graphical results of the accumulation reconstruction are presented in Fig. 4. The uncertainty range for the reconstructed accumulation values is determined by multiple factors. Dating uncertainty varies with time, providing a precision of ±1 year for the 2009–1912 CE period, ±2 years for the period 1912–1825 CE, and decreasing to ±4 years for the period 1825–1750 CE. Additionally, the uncertainty linked to the upstream effect correction is challenging to estimate precisely, depending on factors such as initial spatial accumulation distribution uncertainty, assumptions regarding its temporal persistence, and uncertainty in back trajectory modelling. To address potential errors, we estimated the uncertainty of the applied linear regression. Furthermore, for winter accumulation, the uncertainty increases due to lower sampling resolution. In particular, we added an uncertainty of 30% for winter accumulation values prior to 1865 CE, where the sampling resolution was insufficient, potentially leading to an underestimation of accumulation values.

The mean annual accumulation reconstructed at the WP from 1750 to 2009 CE is 1.2 m w.e. During this same period, the mean summer and winter accumulations are 0.8 and 0.4 m w.e., respectively. Due to dating uncertainties, this record is suitable for investigations of decadal, multidecadal, and long-term regional precipitation variations, rather than interpretations of the accumulation for the exact years.

The WP site exhibits a seasonal distribution of precipitation typical of the central Caucasus, with convective precipitation leading to a maximum in the summer months (Mikhalenko, 2020). As discussed above, winter accumulation before 1865 CE (110 m w.e.) is likely underestimated due to insufficient sampling resolution. The mean share of summer accumulation in the total annual accumulation was 66% (SD = 18) over the course of 144 years (1865–2009).
Figure 5. Spatial correlation function of the annual precipitation calculated relative to the Terskol meteorological station (red dot) (a): isolines of correlation coefficients calculated according to Student’s t test are given by white lines, and dashed lines indicate the profiles for which the correlation function was calculated. Correlation function values along these profiles are shown in (b). ArcGIS World Imagery Basemap used as the background. Source: DigitalGlobe.

2009 CE), which is consistent with current measured precipitation data at weather stations (Fig. S8). The lowest percentage of the summer component of the annual accumulation was observed to occur during 1935–1980 (57 %) and after 2004. This period was characterized by a prolonged negative anomaly of summer accumulation (Fig. 4b).

3.2 Comparison with meteorological data

3.2.1 Spatial distribution of precipitation in the North Caucasus

The interpretation of the reconstruction of accumulation relies on a comparison with meteorological information gathered during the period of instrumental observations, utilizing weather station data, global precipitation datasets, and reanalyses. This comparison enables us to assess the accuracy of annual and seasonal accumulation amounts, as well as to determine the area where this reconstruction holds significance for different timescales. Additionally, we can establish the statistical and physical relationship between resulting accumulation and precipitation amounts while mitigating the potential impact of confounding factors such as wind drift, avalanche supply, evaporation, and sublimation rates.

The spatial correlation function for the observed annual precipitation amount was calculated relative to the Terskol meteorological station closest to the drilling site. The spatial distribution of the normalized correlation coefficients between the series of annual precipitation in Terskol and at other stations in the Caucasus is shown in Fig. 5.

The significance of the normalized correlation coefficient was assessed using Student’s t test with a threshold value of 0.4. Figure 5 demonstrates that the precipitation field in the Caucasus is significantly isotropic, with correlation coefficient isolines appearing as elliptical shapes stretching along the Greater Caucasus. The correlation radius is larger in the west–northwest direction owing to the influence of western air mass transport and the Black Sea, compared with the east–southeast, south, and north directions, as moisture-bearing air masses rarely reach the Greater Caucasus from the north. Consequently, annual year-to-year variability in precipitation in the northern foothills may differ from the precipitation in the high-mountain regions of the Caucasus. Despite the challenging orographic conditions, the radius of statistically significant correlation of annual precipitation \((r > 0.4)\) measured at the weather stations encompasses the majority of the western and central Caucasus. Similar findings were reported by (Tashilova et al., 2019). The highest correlation \((r \geq 0.8)\) occurs within an area of 10–50 km.

Statistical analysis of long-term series of annual precipitation (at Sochi and Teberda) and reconstructed accumulation on WP reveal high similarity of empirical distribution functions (Fig. 6), which are asymmetric log-normal distributions (Fig. 6b and c) shifted towards positive anomalies and decreasing sharply towards negative ones. The median value corresponds to a positive anomaly of 10 %–15 %, which is typical for time series of precipitation. The root mean square (RMS) deviation of both precipitation and reconstructed accumulation is approximately 20 %, which is typical for annual precipitation in temperate climatic zones. The range of variability in precipitation anomalies, based on averaged weather station data, ranges from a decrease of 50 % to an increase of 80 %. Ice core records show slightly larger range of variability. This difference can be attributed to the length of the ice core data, which spans 260 years, significantly longer than the longest continuous meteorological records (since 1875 CE at Sochi). Consequently, the ice core data capture the full range of precipitation variability in the Caucasus.
Figure 6. Statistical analysis of the data time series on the longest-range weather stations and ice cores: (a) spectral analysis of the series; (b) empirical distribution function of annual precipitation anomalies compared with the period 1951–1980, averaged between data from the longest-row weather stations Sochi and Teberda; and (c) empirical distribution function of the annual precipitation anomaly on the western Elbrus plateau according to ice core data compared with the period 1951–1980.

Spectral analysis showed that according to the accumulation data and the results of meteorological observations, the statistically significant peak of the spectral density function for all data series (ice core, Sochi, and Teberda) falls on a period of 8–10 years and 30–40 years. The second period is close to the characteristic scale of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) index fluctuations. The similarity of the distribution functions and spectral density from the data of weather stations and ice core records indicates that accumulation at Elbrus is primarily related to precipitation and not significantly affected by post-depositional factors (melting, wind erosion, etc.). At least for temporal averages > 5 years, the reconstructed record is dominated by the precipitation signal.

3.2.2 Seasonal accumulation

Over the past 47 years, the period of summer identified by CAPE typically spans from 1 May to 10 October, which nearly aligns with the hydrological year. However, our calendar displays considerable interannual variability (Table S2). The earliest sustained transition through 300 J kg\(^{-1}\) occurred on 1 April 2008, while the latest was on 27 May 2003. The earliest transition to winter convective instability took place on 17 September 1986 and the latest on 1 November 2005. The minimum period with steady CAPE > 300 J kg\(^{-1}\) was 135 d (in 2010), the maximum was 200 d (in 1995 and 2005), and the average was 164 d. The distribution of the warm period’s duration by CAPE is close to normal, but at the 2\(\sigma\) level, the deviation is \(\pm 1\) month. Therefore, accounting for this factor in determining seasonal precipitation amounts is critical. Figure 7 displays regression relations of the accumulation reconstructed from the core with precipitation amounts at the nearest weather stations before and after the use of the CAPE calendar.

It is well seen that the \(R^2\) in the relations between precipitation and accumulation in the ice core when considering CAPE dates increases and become statistically signifi-
Figure 7. Regression relationships between the accumulation layer on the western Elbrus plateau ($\Sigma P_{\text{core}}$ in mm) and precipitation amounts at the nearest weather stations ($\Sigma P_{\text{WS}}$ in mm) during 1979–2009: (a–d) for the cold season (a, c for October–March and b, d for the cold period highlighted by CAPE value thresholds); (e–h) for the warm season (e, f for April–September and g, h for the warm period highlighted by CAPE values).

Significant (more than 0.4; $p < 0.001$). This indicates that accounting for the role of free convection significantly improves the relationship between accumulation on the WP and precipitation measured at weather stations. The improvement is most significant for the winter season. This is due to the greater spatial homogeneity of the precipitation field in the cold half of the year, which is expressed in larger values of the radius of significant correlation. In summer, likely due to a significant contribution of local convective precipitation, the improvement is not so significant. To facilitate further analysis, we have defined the cold period as the period from October to March and the warm period as the period from April to September.

3.2.3 Comparison with gridded data

Spatial comparison with the gridded GPCC v2020 0.25 precipitation dataset revealed a statistically significant correlation for both seasons between ice core accumulation and precipitation estimates (Fig. 8). Summer accumulation moderately correlates with precipitation observations over Ukraine, southern Russia, and the Black Sea. Winter accumulation shows an even stronger correlation with gridded datasets over the entire Black Sea region and North Caucasus. We also found a strong correlation between winter snow accumulation at the WP and observed (GPCC) March precipitation over the North Caucasus, with the highest coefficients (0.5) concentrated close to Elbrus (Fig. S9). According to Terskol weather station data, around 30% of the December–March precipitation falls in March, which is likely reflected in the higher share of March snow in cold season accumulation recorded at WP.

Figure 8. Spatial correlation of the summer (a) (April–September) and winter (b) (October–March) accumulation with precipitation data from the GPCC v2020 dataset for 1950–2009. The location of Mt. Elbrus is shown by a black triangle.
The correlation between seasonal accumulation and gridded precipitation data GPCC v2020 0.25 remains below 0.4 for the majority of the territory. However, during the cold period in a substantial area of the North Caucasus steppe zone, the correlation significantly exceeds 0.4, reaching values ranging from 0.6 to 0.65.

Analysis of spatial correlation of gridded precipitation data and meteorological measurements at Terskol station further support our interpretation of the ice core record. Monthly correlation fields show that precipitation pattern is more homogeneous in autumn and winter, and area of correlation expands from Eastern Europe to Turkey and southern Russia. In summer (May–August) the average correlation radius is reduced to only 100–200 km. Ice core data captured these patterns. A plausible explanation for the strong correlation observed between winter accumulation on the WP and precipitation levels in the foothill areas of the North Caucasus could be attributed to the relatively frequent occurrence of orographic occlusion (Mikhalenko, 2020). This meteorological phenomenon arises when a wave of cold temperate or Arctic air interacts with the Caucasus Mountains. It commonly transpires in the rear sector of Mediterranean or Black Sea cyclones, or behind an Atlantic vortex that has shifted from Scandinavia to the Volga region. The presence of the Caucasus ridges impedes the progress of cold air, causing it to circumnavigate the mountains from the direction of the Black and Caspian seas, thereby saturating the Transcaucasus region. Consequently, the warm and moist air is forced upwards towards the mountains, leading to an extended release of moisture. During summer, this process often manifests in the formation of localized cumulonimbus clouds, while in winter, it results in substantial frontal precipitation across a significant expance. These dynamics are most pronounced in the high mountain zone and the foothill areas of the central Caucasus, offering an explanation for the correlation observed between winter accumulation on the WP and precipitation in the steppe regions of the northern foothills.

3.3 Comparison with climate indexes

In many parts of Europe, quasi-decadal variations in atmospheric precipitation are associated with the internal nonlinear dynamics of the climate system. This is reflected in the interannual variability in indices such as NAO, AMO, East Atlantic/Western Russia teleconnection pattern (EA/RW), and others in temperate latitudes (e.g., Trigo et al., 2002; Hurrell and Deser, 2009; López- Moreno et al., 2011; Ionita, 2014; Fuentes-Franco et al., 2023).

Negative NAO values often correspond to a weakening of cyclogenesis over Iceland and the formation of anticyclones over northern Europe, which is atypical for the North Atlantic. As a result, cyclogenesis at the polar front over the Mediterranean and Black seas becomes more active, leading to positive precipitation anomalies in the Caucasus. Such a large-scale circulation anomaly and the negative phase of the NAO and AMO prevailed during the cold seasons of 1960–1970. The positive winter precipitation anomaly recorded in the WP ice core reflects the large-scale pattern of precipitation anomalies. In 1960–1970, a pronounced region of statistically significant precipitation anomalies covered the whole of the Mediterranean and most of the southern part of Eastern Europe. The value of anomalies reached 15–20 mm per month or 20%–30% of the seasonal amount for the period October–March (Fig. 9a). They corresponded to predominantly negative geopotential anomalies in the middle troposphere, particularly over western Europe (Fig. 9b). Northern Europe experienced an extensive precipitation deficit due to a pronounced positive geopotential anomaly over the North Atlantic.

The influence of the North Atlantic circulation on the cold season precipitation over the region is highlighted by the correlation of the WP winter accumulation with the sea surface temperature and geopotential height anomalies over the North Atlantic (Fig. 10a and b). For the cold period (October–March) of 1925–2009, the 10-year moving averaged WP accumulation anomalies show a statistically significant negative correlation with the NAO index ($r = -0.74$, $p < 0.001$) (Fig. 10c).

A relationship between precipitation regime and the NAO index has been shown in previous studies (Deser et al., 2017; Vicente-Serrano and López- Moreno, 2008), particularly during winter months. Positive correlation coefficients between NAO and precipitation sums are characteristic for northern Europe, while negative correlations are observed for the Mediterranean region and southern Europe, which is also evident in our case. Furthermore, a statistically significant inverse relationship between winter precipitation and the NAO index in Turkey was revealed in the study by Türkeş and Erlat (2005), with a coefficient of $-0.4$ over a significant portion of the territory. The substantial role of NAO in shaping the precipitation regime of southern Europe and Turkey was also demonstrated using global circulation models for 15 mountainous areas in the Mediterranean in the work by López- Moreno et al., 2011).

Opposite to the last ~80 years where the correlation is negative, a moderate positive correlation between NAO and accumulation in the cold season was found for the earlier period from 1880 to 1925 ($r = 0.6$, $p < 0.001$). This period is also characterized by increased summer accumulation and generally high annual precipitation variability. The variation of the correlation between the reconstructed accumulation for Elbrus and the NAO index is in line with previous findings of instabilities in the connection of precipitation and large-scale atmospheric circulation at decadal timescales observed over southern and central Europe (Pauling et al., 2006).

We did not find any significant relationships between summer accumulation records and climate indexes. In summer, the NAO is significantly weaker due to the greater role of mesoscale processes in the formation of seasonal precipitation, as well as the proximity of the Black Sea. In particular,
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Figure 9. Average winter precipitation anomalies of 1961–1970 (GPCC) compared with 1981–2010 (a) and average 500 hPa isobaric surface height anomalies (NCEP/NCAR) (b).

Figure 10. Spatial correlation of the detrended winter (October–March) annual accumulation at WP with ERA5 500 mb geopotential height data (a) and sea surface temperature (HadISST1) data of 1950–2009 (b). The 10-year moving average of winter NAO (October–March) and detrended ice core winter accumulation anomalies (c). The location of Mt. Elbrus is shown by a black triangle (a, b).

The increase in precipitation and the related rise in summer accumulation during 2000–2009 may be a response to the increase in sea surface temperature in the eastern part of the Black Sea which could be a cause of the observed precipitation increase in southern Russia (Aleshina et al., 2018).

The role of positive sea surface temperature anomalies in the Black Sea in the formation of synoptic situations leading to extreme precipitation in the Western Caucasus is clearly demonstrated in the study by (Meredith et al., 2015). Additionally, the increase in summer accumulation in the first
decade of the 21st century is generally consistent with the overall positive trend of convective precipitation (Chernokulsky et al., 2019).

Our findings suggest that heat transport in the North Atlantic is of critical importance in determining the precipitation regime in cold season over the Black Sea and North Caucasus.

3.4 Comparison with paleo-records

Several estimates of past precipitation were published for the Caucasus region. Martin-Benito et al. (2016) reconstructed May–June precipitation in Transcaucasia since 1752 based on the tree ring width. Their reconstruction explains 51.2% of the variability in instrumental data. Verhaegen et al. (2020) used this reconstruction to calculate the annual amount of precipitation in Terskol. The analysis of precipitation frequency, magnitude, and seasonality, as well as the source areas and trajectories of the air masses involved in the Colchis lowland and near Mt. Elbrus, reveals substantial differences in the precipitation regimes of these regions. Tree-ring-width-based reconstruction of spring (April–July) precipitation in Crimea over 1620–2002 was published (Solomina et al., 2005). The reconstruction accounts for 37% of the variance in observed precipitation over 1896–1988, although the difference in season duration does not allow the direct comparison with WP accumulation record.

We compared WP accumulation reconstruction with the available monthly resolved paleo-reanalysis EKF400 version 2 with a 2° × 2° resolution, covering the period 1603–2003 (Valler et al., 2022). In the EKF400 version 2, the Kalman filtering technique was utilized to couple an ensemble of atmospheric general circulation models for assimilating early instrumental observations of temperature, surface pressure, and precipitation, in addition to temperature indices derived from historical documents and tree ring measurements that are sensitive to temperature and moisture.

We observed a robust correlation between 10-year averaged summer and winter accumulation data and precipitation data from the EKF400 version 2 (Fig. 11). The region exhibiting a stronger correlation is situated to the south of the Eastern European plain for both summer and winter seasons, which is consistent with the pattern observed for the spatial correlation analysis in Figs. 8 and S10. This correlation remains consistently strong throughout the instrumental observational period since 1850. However, prior to 1850, the datasets do not align. The summer paleo-precipitation records for the region display a strong negative trend, with a sharp decrease from 170 mm yr⁻¹ (1750–1830) to ~120 mm yr⁻¹ (after 1830). Other records do not support such sharp change in precipitation and moisture neither in Eastern Europe (Nagavciuc et al., 2022) nor in the eastern Mediterranean (Touchan et al., 2005). Similarly, winter records before 1850 also display discrepancies. These discrepancies may be attributed to a higher uncertainty in the ice core winter accumulation record, as well as a reduction in the number of observations included in the EKF400 v.2 dataset. The WP accumulation record effectively captures the decadal and long-term variability for a larger region during both summer and winter seasons.

The most recent little ice age glaciation maximum was observed in the Caucasus in the middle of the 19th century and is well reflected in the dendrochronological data from this region. The general glacier retreat in the North Caucasus began in the late 1840s, which was interrupted four times during 1860–1880, as well as in the 1910s, 1920s, and 1970s–1980s (Solomina et al., 2016). According to our results, the period of glacier retreat was preceded by a long period of negative precipitation trend in summer, which was accompanied by an increase in summer temperature, reconstructed from the tree ring widths (Dolgova, 2016). The period of short re-advances at the end of the 19th century coincide with several intervals of increased summer and winter accumulation. The recent increase in both summer and winter accumulation, despite the continued rise in air temperature, caused the positioning of glacier fronts and their minor advance in the 1970s and 1980s (Solomina et al., 2016).

The primary driver of climatic changes during the late 18th and 19th centuries was the natural quasi-decadal variability in the thermohaline ocean circulation. The summer temperatures reconstructed for the Caucasus using tree rings are strongly correlated with AMO oscillations (Dolgova, 2016). Our findings support the role of North Atlantic oscillations, not only in temperature but also in precipitation levels in this region especially during winter seasons.

4 Conclusions

The ice core retrieved from Mt. Elbrus was dated back to 1750 using annual layer counting, with a focus on high-resolution oscillations of ammonium and succinic acid. A new depth–age scale was established by reference horizons associated with known volcanic eruptions. The high accumulation rate and sampling resolution of the ice core facilitated the identification of both annual and seasonal layers. The reconstructed accumulation with the process of layer thinning and the upstream effect accounted for allowed for a meaningful comparison with meteorological data.

To distinguish between winter and summer seasons in meteorological data, a method based on convective available potential energy was applied, resulting in a significant improvement in detecting annual and seasonal precipitation. Comparisons of the distribution functions and spectral density of annual precipitation between meteorological stations in the Caucasus and ice core records provided clear agreement, validating the reconstructed data as representative of precipitation.

The comparison between the obtained ice core accumulation record from WP and gridded precipitation datasets,
Figure 11. Spatial correlation of the 10-year moving average of summer (a) (April–September) and winter (b) (October–March) WP accumulation with EK400v2 paleo-reanalysis ensemble mean precipitation data over 1900–2003. Time series of the precipitation data averaged over the area are indicated by the black box (a, b) for summer (c) and winter (d) shown together with WP accumulation data. The location of Mt. Elbrus is shown by a black triangle (a, b).

as well as paleo-reanalysis data, revealed that the accumulation record represents the precipitation regime on decadal and long-term timescales in a larger region encompassing the North Caucasus, Black Sea, and southeastern Europe.

Variations in precipitation were identified with periodicities of 20 and 40 years, corresponding to the typical quasi-decadal variability associated with North Atlantic thermohaline circulation oscillations. Statistically significant relationship was observed between ice core accumulation pattern and fluctuations in the NAO. Similar variations were found in dendrochronological data on air temperature anomalies in the Caucasus, which aligned with the AMO index. This study supports the hypothesis that the quasi-decadal variations in the temperature–moisture regime in the Caucasus have an oceanic nature.

Data availability. Accumulation reconstruction data are presented in the Supplement (Table S3) and can be accessed through the NOAA/WDS-Paleo archive (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/access/paleo-search/study/38761, NCEI environmental Data Center, 2024).

Reanalysis ERA5 data are available at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) at Climate Data Store (CDS; https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/home, CDS, 2024) and GPCC data are available at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.gpcc.html (NOAA, 2024). Ensemble Kalman Fitting Paleo-Reanalysis version 2.0 (Franke et al., 2020) is available at https://doi.org/10.26050/WDCC/EKF400_v2.0.

Supplement. The supplement related to this article is available online at: https://doi.org/10.5194/cp-20-237-2024-supplement.
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